
  

Focus:  To improve you must use the full range of punctuation in your writing.  This must be 

accurate. 

THERAPY: 

TASK: Match the punctuation mark to the correct explanation of why you might use it. 

Full stop  In pairs, to separate extra information not essential to an 

understanding of the rest of the sentence (sometimes more 

informally used than brackets). 

Exclamation 

mark 

Used to end a sentence asking a question (an interrogative 

sentence) 

Question 

Mark 

Used show an unfinished thought.  Also used to show words 

have been taken out of a quotation from a piece of writing. 

Comma Used to show possession (when something belongs to something 

else) or omission (when a letter or letters have been taken 

away) 

Apostrophe Used in between two clauses closely linked in meaning and 

could be sentences on their own. Also used to separate items in 

complicated lists. 

Speech 

marks 

Used to show speech when people are talking aloud or to 

themselves. 

Brackets Used in lists, before certain conjunctions, to show an introductory 

clause has been used and to add a clause which includes extra 

information  

Semi-colon Used to add extra information to a sentence. 

Colon Used to introduce an idea or explanation and to introduce 

complicated lists. 

Dash Used to end a sentence showing strong emotion e.g. shock, 

anger, excitement  

Ellipsis Used to end a sentence expressing a statement or a command  

 

 

Challenge: Find examples in the book you are reading for each of these. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE REVISION 



TEST: 

Task: Read the following extract from a short story and add in accurate punctuation 

marks. 

 

In the flat above Coralines  under the roof  was a crazy old man with a big moustache  

He told Coraline that he was training a mouse circus   He wouldnt let anyone see it   

 

One day little Caroline when they are all ready everyone in the whole world will see the 

wonders of my mouse circus You ask me why you cannot see it now Is that what you 

asked me 

 

No said Coraline quietly I asked you not to call me Caroline Its Coraline  

 

The reason you cannot see the Mouse Circus said the man upstairs is that the mice are 

not yet ready and rehearsed Also they refuse to play the songs I have written for them All 

the songs I have written for the mice to play go oompah oompah But the white mice will 

only play toodle oodle like that I am thinking of trying them on different types of cheese  

 

Coraline didnt think there really was a mouse circus She thought the old man was 

probably making it up  

 

The day after they moved in Coraline went exploring  

 

She explored the garden It was a big garden at the very back was an old tennis court but 

no one in the house played tennis and the fence around the court had holes in it and the 

net had mostly rotted away there was an old rose garden filled with stunted flyblown rose 

bushes there was a rockery that was all rocks; there was a fairy ring made of squidgy 

brown toadstools which smelled dreadful if you accidentally trod on them 

 

 

Challenge: Write your own opening to a narrative about someone who is exploring a secret 

garden.  Use the full range of punctuation accurately. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SELF REVIEW: 

Check your answers to the THERAPY task: 

Full stop Used to end a sentence expressing a statement or a command 

Exclamation 

mark 

Used to end a sentence showing strong emotion e.g. shock, anger, 

excitement 

Question 

Mark 

Used to end a sentence asking a question (an interrogative sentence) 

Comma Used in lists, before certain conjunctions, to show an introductory clause 

has been used and to add a clause which includes extra information 

Apostrophe Used to show possession (when something belongs to something else) 

or omission (when a letter or letters have been taken away) 

Speech 

marks 

Used to show speech when people are talking aloud or to themselves. 

Brackets Used to add extra information to a sentence. 

Semi-colon Used in between two clauses closely linked in meaning and could be 

sentences on their own. Also used to separate items in complicated 

lists. 

Colon Used to introduce an idea or explanation and to introduce 

complicated lists. 

Dash In pairs, to separate extra information not essential to an understanding 

of the rest of the sentence (sometimes more informally used than 

brackets).  

Ellipsis Used show an unfinished thought.  Also used to show words have been 

taken out of a quotation from a piece of writing. 

 



Check your answers to the TEST, using the corrected extract below.  

 

Finally, highlight all the punctuation marks in your own writing and check their accuracy 

against the table above.  

In the flat above Coraline’s, under the roof, was a crazy old man with a big 

moustache. He told Coraline that he was training a mouse circus. He wouldn't let 

anyone see it.  

 

"One day, little Caroline, when they are all ready, everyone in the whole world will 

see the wonders of my mouse circus. You ask me why you cannot see it now. Is that 

what you asked me?"  

 

"No," said Coraline quietly, "I asked you not to call me Caroline. It's Coraline."  

 

"The reason you cannot see the Mouse Circus," said the man upstairs, "is that the 

mice are not yet ready and rehearsed. Also, they refuse to play the songs I have 

written for them. All the songs I have written for the mice to play go oompah 

oompah. But the white mice will only play toodle oodle, like that. I am thinking of 

trying them on different types of cheese."  

 

Coraline didn't think there really was a mouse circus. She thought the old man was 

probably making it up.  

 

The day after they moved in, Coraline went exploring.  

 

She explored the garden. It was a big garden: at the very back was an old tennis 

court, but no one in the house played tennis and the fence around the court had 

holes in it and the net had mostly rotted away; there was an old rose garden, filled 

with stunted, flyblown rose bushes; there was a rockery that was all rocks; there was 

a fairy ring, made of squidgy brown toadstools which smelled dreadful if you 

accidentally trod on them. 


